
 Introduction 

This group was all about RETRIEVAL PRACTICE. The concept is based on getting students to retrieve their learning much 

quicker and more efficiently so that they can then do something constructive with it. Being able to recall this knowledge 

should enable them to then drop this into essay plans, tests etc. much easier and then focus can shift on USING that 

knowledge better in their work. 

Aim 

The aim was to find strategies that involved simple 

recall of what had been leant and its importance to 

the ‘bigger picture’; so students felt that they had 

secured their knowledge and then felt they could 

use it more effectively. 

Practical examples 

End of unit tests that involve short answers (Geo) 

Use of Firefly to create revision sheets, review tests and 

review tasks (Geo) 

Use of Knowledge organisers (PE) 

Verbal Drilling (Sci) 

Gap fill /Cloze exercises but with no word list 

(Bus/Econ) 

Using BYOD – Cram app, Quizlet, Kahoot (ICT) 

BlockBuster template – (Bus/EP/His) 

Smith ProFormas – Use with 6th form groups 

(Soc/EP/Bus/Econ/Geo) 

Linguscope – revisiting languages/key vocab (MFL) 

End of unit language booklets (MFL) 

Avengers theme in Ep – used to revisit key areas 

throughout the year. (EP) 

Generic 

LOW STAKES TESTING – questioning but not 

recording results 

FLASH CARDS – physical or App based 

NAME 2 THINGS LEARNT – ask periodically in the 

lesson 

Using MINI WHITEBOARDS to secure and recall 

learning  

 

Results 

History – helped formalise what we do 

Geography – Outcomes have improved, 

terminology is the best ever! 

Science – Group with retrieval mean score is 

25/30, without 19/30 

Business – student achievement in 

definition/calculation questions much better 

Smith ProForma groups (6th form) – 

mocks/assessments have been higher/better than 

previous years (are they a better cohort 

though?!) 

KS3 – a lot more ‘secures’ a lot faster than 

before 

General consensus is that students have been 

more engaged and because of the nature of low 

stakes testing it’s hard to measure progress/ 

performance. 

Next steps 

TIME – need to develop resources (quizzes, blockbuster grid, Smith Proformas) and look at schemes of work  

MEASUREMENT – can we develop a way to really identify the benefits of this approach? 

PLANNING – testing needs to happen in conjunction with the planning of whole course, i.e. topics taught in year 10 

should plan to be retrieved throughout Yr 11 

RESOURCES – use of Knowledge Organisers – do they have a dual purpose of being your number 1 tool for retrieval? 

Conclusions 

It works well where there are ‘facts’ to learn, can be simplified through just questioning students regularly. Can take time to 

create resources/quizzes etc. but once established learning does seem to accelerate, very good at creating a ‘bigger picture’ 

view of a topic/subject, has been effective with KS5 at developing students basic knowledge so their skills can be more of a 

focus in lessons. Students have enjoyed seeing ‘instant’ results with interactive quizzes (apps and Firefly) 


